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Wooden Toys Recalled Due to Possibility of Choking
by John Demas on 10/08/09 at 9:33 am
Toys come in all shapes, sizes and are made of all sorts of materials, but almost every toy carries
with it some degree of inherent danger. Apparently, yet another set of toys was found to be more
dangerous than it was worth to keep on the market, as the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC) recently put out a press release announcing a recall of small wooden toys for children.
According to the CSPC site:
“This recall involves four models of Daiso wooden toys including Penguin Handbell, Pull Doll,
Alligator Pull Toy and Rolling Animals. The Penguin Handbell has a small metal bell inside its
hollow interior. The Pull Doll’s limbs move up and down when the string is pulled. The Alligator
Pull Toy is green and yellow will move in an undulating fashion when pulled. The Rolling
Animals are in the forms of a dog, rabbit, cat and mice, and their tails are connected to their
bodies by metal springs. Daiso is printed on the product’s packaging.
The toys have small parts that can break and detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and contact Daiso for a
free replacement toy or a full refund.”
No injuries have yet been reported, but that doesn’t mean that this warning is not one to be taken
seriously. The products were manufactured in China, and they are imported by Daiso. If someone
you love has been injured by these or any other products, you need to contact a products liability
attorney who understands how to hold those responsible for injuries accountable. Contact Demas
& Rosenthal today to schedule a free initial consultation.

